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Upper Bounds on the Cardinality of a Binary 
Code with a Given Minimum Distance* 
V. M. SIDELNIKOV 
Communicated by E. R. Berlekamp 
Th is  paper obtains an upper  bound on the cardinality of a binary code of 
length n and min imum distance d, which improves on the Elias bound expo- 
nential ly in n. A new upper  bound for the cardinality of a constant-weight 
binary code is also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This  paper presents in detai l  results which were announced in Sidelnikov 
(1973). 
Let  d = d(n), r = r(n) be integer-valued functions of n such that 
limn+~o din = 8, 0 < 8 ~ 1/2 and lim~_.~ r/n = p, 0 < p < 1. Let  re(n, d) 
be the maximal  cardinal ity of a binary code of length n with min imum 
distance d, and m~(n, d) the maximal  cardinal ity of a binary code with 
min imum distance d, aIl of whose codewords have weight r. This  paper 
obtains the following estimates: 
n q In re(n, d) ~ I n  2 - -  H(1/2 - -  (1 - -  28)~/2/2) - -  e(3), n -+ o% (1) 
where H(x) = --x in x - -  (1 - -  x) ln(1 - -  x) and E(~) is a certain function 1
of 8 such that e(8) > 0 for 0 < 8 < 1/2, and 
n-* In mr(n, d) ~ (~x -- g) ln((g - -  ~x q- ~2)/o~2) ln(1 - -  8(2g)-1), n ~ oo, (2) 
* The  original paper appeared in Probl. Peredachi Inform. 10, 2 (1974), 43-51. 
Trans lat ion by A. M. Odlyzko, Bell Laboratories, Murray  Hill, N J  07974. 
1 The  r ight side of (1) represents a funct ion (presented explicitly in Section 3) whose 
arguments  are 8 and the solutions (x 0 , Yo) to a system of transcendental  equations 
depending on 8. 
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where ~g =p(1- -p ) ,0  <8/2~<gand~,0  <~ <~ g is the root of 
8/2 = g - -  (g - -  ~) exp PH(~/O) ~' (1 --  p) H(~/(1 --  p)) --  H(p) 
(g - -  a) ln((g --  c~ + e~2)/o~ 2) (3) 
The estimate (1) improves on the well-known Elias bound (cf., Berlekamp, 
1971; Bassalygo, 1965): n -11n re(n, d) <~ In 2 --  H(1/2 - -  (1 --  28)1/~/2), 
n ~ oo, while estimate (2) for large n and for 3(8 < 2g) belonging to a certain 
neighborhood of 2g improves on the corresponding estimate of Levenshtein 
(1971). It should also be mentioned that in 1971 the author published an 
estimate (Theorem 2 of Sidelnikov, 1971) of the form d(n, m, q) <~ ¢(n, m, q), 
where d(n, m, q) is the maximum of the minimal distances of q-ary codes 
(q >/2)  of length n, which contain m codewords. I f we represent this estimate 
in the form 
n -1  in  m(n, d, r) <~ W(8, q), n -~ 0% (4) 
[m(n, d, r) = maximal cardinality of a q-ary code of length n with minimum 
distance d], then it improves exponentially in n on the corresponding Elias 
bound, provided 8 belongs to an interval (80, (q --  1)/q), where 80 = 80(q) is 
a certain constant less than (q -- 1)/q. In particular, for q = 2 the estimate (4) 
is of the form (1) for 3 E (80, I/2). The estimate (1) improves and extends 
this result in the case q ~ 2. 
Let us now outline the proofs of (1) and (2). 
It  is known (Bassalygo, 1965) that 
m(n, d) ~ 2~m~(n, d)/C~ ~. (5) 
I f  we estimate mr(r , d) in (5) with the help of (2) and then find the minimum 
with respect o r of the resulting expansion, we will obtain the estimate (1). 
Thus the main difficulty of this paper is in the derivation of (2). 
Let us denote by E~ * the set of all binary vectors of weight r. In the vectors 
of E~ ~ let us replace l 's by the real number --((n - -  r)/(nr))l/~, and O's by 
( r / (n (n-  r)))l/2. This replacement defines a one-to-one transformation 92[ 
of the set En r into the set d°n r, consisting of vectors having r coordinates 
equal to --((n - -  r)/(nr))l/2 and n --  r coordinates equal to (r/(n(n -- r)))x/2. 
I t  is clear that d°n * lies ~ on the surface of the (n - -  1)-dimensional sphere S~ 
of radius 1 in the Euclidean space R n. 
For 3/2 = g the right side of (2) is to be regarded as 0. 
In fact @~ belongs even to S~-1, since tile sum of the coordinates of the points in 
d~ ~ equals 0. 
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Let h(x, y), x, y ~ R n denote the usual Euclidean metric and for any finite 
subset 5/d" of S~ let A(S)  = minx.y~x,~,y A(x, y). Then 9~ transforms the 
set E~ r with the Hamming metric d(a, b), a, b ~ E~ r into the set ~r ,  which 
has the Euclidean metric A(x, y). It is obvious that these metrics are related 
by h(~Ia, ~lb) ~- (nd(a, b)/(r(n -- r)))*/2. Therefore 
A(~(K)) = (nd(K)/(r(n -- r)))l/2, (6) 
where K is any subset (code) of E~ r, d(K) the minimum distance of K, and 
9.1(K) the image of K under ~.  
Let us call any finite set JY~ C S~ a A-set if A(S) >/A. The indicated 
relationship between metric properties of En r and ~n r shows that mr(n , d) 
equals the maximum cardinality of a (nd / ( r (n -  r)))*/2-set, whose points 
belong to ~r .  
Upper estimates for the number of points of an arbitrary A-set were obtained 
in Sidelnikov (in print). I f  we were to use those estimates to estimate mr(n, d), 
then with their help and (5) we could (for suitable r) deduce an estimate of 
the form (1). However, in such a proof of (1) we would not be utilizing the 
fact that elements of the set 9.I(K) are not distributed arbitrarily in S~, but 
have to be contained among the elements of 8~ r. Making use of this property, 
we will obtain below estimates of mr(n, d) which are slightly stronger than 
those which follow directly from the results of Sidelnikov (in print). 
To obtain estimates of mr(n, d) we will consider in this paper, just as in 
Sidelnikov (in press), the sums 
= X (x,y)', 
where Jg~ is a subset of 8~ r containing m elements. (In Sidelnikov, in press' 
oY(" is any subset of S~ .) It turns out that one can show (Corollary 1) that for 
any 3C, d C #m r, 
Mt(•)  ~ m2~r(n, t), (7) 
where a(n, t) is an explicitly specified constant, depending only on n and t. 
This result 4 is a corollary of a general inequality (v. Lemma 1) connected 
with the distribution of points in R ~ which lie on surfaces atisfying certain 
homogeneous equations. 
4 An analogous result holds for an arbitrary set ~,  ~Y" C S~, with a constant a'(n, t) 
which is smaller than a(n, t) (cf. Sidelnikov, in print). 
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Let us note further that ),2(x, y) = 2(l --  (x, y)) if x, y ~ S~, where (x, y) 
is the inner product in R ~. Thus 
a%_g) = 2(1 --  y(Jd)), (8) 
where y(.S) = maXx,y~,x#, (x, y). Therefore an upper bound for A(9.1(K)) 
is equivalent o a lower bound for y(92[(K)). Lower bounds for y(9.I(K)) are 
easy to obtain (v. Theorem 1) with the help of inequality (7). To deduce (2) 
it then only remains to "invert" (v. Theorem 2) the resulting bound; i.e., 
from an estimate of the form a = A(N(K)) ~< ¢(m, n) to deduce a bound of 
the form m ~ ¢(A, n). 
2. BOUND ON THE CARDINALITY OF A CONSTANT-WEIGHT BINARY CODE 
We will use the following notation: k, h, n, t, s, u, and i, j, l with subscripts 
n 
will denote positive integers; at(x ) = ~.lc=l xk t, where x = (xi .... , x~) e R~; 
S~(vt, v 2 ,..., v~) a subset of R% consisting of elements atisfying %(x) ~- v~, 
u ~ 1,..., t; ~z:+...+~h= t a sum over all ordered n-tuples of positive integers 
(l 1 ,..., 1j~) for which 11 q - - " -+- lh  = t; ~(h  ..... Jh) a sum over all ordered 
n-tuples of integers ( j l  ,..., jh), 1 ~< jk ~< n, k = 1 ..... h, with j7¢ :fi j~ for 
k~l .  
The following lemma is presented in a much more general form than will 
be used later. I f  desired, the reader can regard the integrals appearing in this 
lemma as the corresponding sums which appear in the proof of Corollary 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let U and U' be subsets of a nonempty set S~(u 1,..., vt), t >~ 1, 
and let I* and ix' be measures defined on U and U', respectively, such that 
= (9) 
and if  t = 1 
f lx ,  i= l  ..... n, 
where x = (x i  . . . .  , x ,~) .  
Suppose that the measure t*' has the following property: 
(a) For any fixed n-tuple of positive integers (l~ ,..., lh), 1 ~ h ~ t, 
l~ q- ... + 17~ = t, the value of the integral 
f~, x~i ... x< "dx~ J~P  k ] 
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is the same for all n-tuples (Jl ,..., ja), 1 <~ jk <~ n, k = 1,..., h, with pairwise 
distinct entries. 
Then 
fv fu (x, y)ttz(dx ) tz(dy) ~> fv' fv" (x, y)t/z'(dx)/,'(dy). (10) 
Equality holds if and only if], satisfies property (a). 
Proof. Let Mt and Mr" denote the left and right sides of (10). From the 
obvious bound I x j l~< ~/2, j = 1 ..... n, valid for t > 1, and from the 
condition of the lemma we obtain 
Therefore 
P P 
~u 
{i 1 . . . . .  i t ) 
( i z  . . . . .  i t )  
Let us denote by I the set of integer all t-tuples a -~ (il,..., it), 1 ~ i~ <~ n, 
k ---- 1 .... , t; by Ih,  the subset of I, consisting of all t-tuples a, formed by h 
distinct integers; by ' I ( j  1 ,..-,jh), the subset of Ih consisting of t-tuples a, 
formed by the pairwise distinct integers Jl ,-..,jh and, finally, by I~.* "''~.~ 
where J1 .... ,jh are pairwise distinct integers and ( I  1 . . . . .  lh) an h-tuple of 
positive integers with l 1 q- .'. q- lk = t, the subset of l ( j  a ,...,jR) consisting 
of t-tuples a, formed by the integers j~, k ~ 1 ..... h, where each j~ appears 
in a l~ times. 
Because of their construction the sets I~:::~ possess the following properties. 
1. Two sets I~:2:~ and I~;:::~; coincide if the first symbol can be obtained 
from the second by a simultaneous permutation of upper and lower indices, 
and do not intersect otherwise. 
2. From Property 1 it follows that each t-tuple a ~ Ie belongs to h! sets 
y , . . - Jh  • 
3. The number of elements of I~!""~h is (t!)/(la! "" la!). l " .h  
4. Because of the commutativity of real number multiplication, the 
integral fir xq-'" xi,/~(dx) has the same value for all (i 1 .... , it) ~ I~:::~. 
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From these properties and (11) it follows that 
t 
M~=E(h~) -*  E* E' E 
h=l  ll+'"q4h=t ( J l  . . . . .  Jh) ~l""lh 
IJl "" "Jh 
~--- ~t ~*  t! ~ '  (fv x&Z* ... x~:/x(dx)) 2.
Let us bound the last sum with the help of the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky 
inequality 
F, a?  > T-~ a~ , 
i=1  \ i=1  / 
where we put a i = fu  xJ l"" xS~/x(dx). As a result we obtain 
t t! [~  . . ,  l 2 
M~> £ E* % y; ~ x~>Wx)), (12) 
h=, z,+...+a~=, 11! "" l , , !h !d , ] '  (j, . . . . .  j~) 
where A~h=n(n- -1 ) ' " (n - -h+ l) is the number of summands in 
21,, ..... ,~). 
The sum ¢(x)= ~{h ..... it0 x~11 "" x~2 represents a symmetric function of 
degree t in the coordinates of the vector x = (x 1 .... , x~) and, therefore, may 
be expressed in terms of the functions a~(x), u = 1 .... , t. Hence for any 
x e U C S~ (v a ,..., vt) the value of q}(x) does not depend on x and equals a 
certain constant Cq..a~(v ~.... , vt). From this, (9), and (12) it follows that 
t t! 
Mt >~ Z Z*  v,). (t3) 
h=l z,+'"+b,=t 11! "'" l~!h!A'~ '""  
Let us now show that the right side of (13) equals Mr'. For this purpose 
we consider inequality (12) with/, '  and U' in place of/~ and U. In view of 
condition (a) of the lemma, this inequality becomes an equality and its right 
side equals the right side of (13), which proves the validity of (10). 
From the conditions for equality in the Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequality 
it immediately follows that equality holds in (12) if and only i f / ,  satisfies 
condition (a). This proves the lemma. 
Let us define 
~=o - ~)) 
643/28/4 -3  
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COROLLARY 1. Let ;U be a subset of ~ r (cf. Section 1), containing m 
elements. Then 5 
1/m2 ~ Z (x,y)t  ~ Rt(n ,r) .  (15) 
xe3U y~3f" 
Pro@ Obviously, d~ * is contained in the set S~(v 1,..., vt), where 
vk = (--1)~r((n --  r)/(rn)) ~/2 + (n --  r)(r/((n --  r)n))k/2, k = 1 ..... t. In Lemma 1 
let us put U =JT",  /~(x) =m -1, x63C;  U' =d~ ~, /d(x) =(C~r)  -1, 
x ~ ~ (C~ ~ is the number of elements of 6~).  
In this case the integrals fv and fu'  represent he sums m -1 ~x~ and 
(C~) -a ~]x~gj so that the left side of (10) equals the left side of (15), and the 
right side of (10) equals (CnO-2~x,~zg j (x ,y )  t, which, as is easily shown, 
equals the right side of (14). Condition (a) of Lemma 1 is satisfied for Y',x~ej, 
since all the elements of Nn ~ are generated from a single one through all 
possible coordinate permutations. This proves the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Rt(n, r) ~ 0 for odd t. 
Proof. In Eq. (11) put U = U',/~ =/~' ,  where U' and/~' are defined as 
in the proof of Corollary 1. As a result we obtain an identity in which the 
left side equals Rt(n, r), and the right side is a sum of nonnegative quantities. 
Remark 1. The function Rt(n, r) can be represented in the following 
form, which is convenient for calculation when t is not too large: 
r k Rt(n, r) (C,*) -1 ~ (- -t)vCt~(n/(r(n --  r))) ~ ~ Cn_kS(p, )(r)~, (16) 
p=o k=O 
where (x)k = x(x --  1) "'" (x --  k -+- 1) and S(p,  k) is a Stirling number of 
the second kind. 
Proof. It follows from the relations ( j )~C/ - -  rrX t,~-~ ~ J-~ J - -  - -  t m~-~ and ~j=o C,.-kC~-,. 
C~_ k that 
(J)k ~ C~_~ = (r)kC,_k . (17) 
j=0 
In Eq. (14) let us expand 1 - - jn ( r (n  --  r)) -~ raised to the power t by the 
binomial theorem, replace j r  in the resulting double sum by ~=o S(p,  k ) ( j )~,  
change the order of summation and utilize (17). As a result we obtain (16). 
The  r ight side of (15) can also be written in the form M(~/1, ~/z) t, where ~h, ~ are 
independent  random (vector) variables, distr ibuted uni formly on g.*, and M denotes 
mathematical  expectation. 
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Using (16), we obtain the following expressions for R,(n, r): 
n 2 -- 4r(n -- r) 
R~(n,r) =0,  R2(n , r )= 1~(n- - l ) ,  Ra(n,r) =r (n_ r ) (n_  l ) (n_  2) , 
n>r>0,  n>2.  
T~IEOREM 1. Let a~(t, n, m) = (m -- 1)-1(raRe(n, r) --  1), r <~ n/2, and 
let s be any positive integer for which the following two relations are satisfied6: 
c,~(2s, n, m) > O, 
~,(s, n, m) = (e~(2s, n, m)) ~z'+l~/12*) + %(2s + 1, n, m) > 0. 
Then 
d~.(n, m) ~ 2r(n --  r)(1 - -  (½~,.(s, n, m))*l{2*+l))/n, (18) 
where dr(n, m) is the maximal minimum distance of a binary code of length n, 
consisting of m codewords of weight r. 
Proof. Let K be a binary code of length n, consisting of m codewords of 
weight r, and let 9£(K) be the image of K under the transformation 9£ 
(cf. Section 1). In view of (6) and (8), to prove the theorem it suffices to show 
y(m(K)) > (~¢Xs, n, m))~/(~'+'. 
Let us denote by ~i, i =- 1 .... , ml ,  the numbers (x, y), x, y e 9£(K), x =/= y, 
which are greater than 0, and by ~j, j = 1,..., m s the absolute values of 
those numbers (x, y), x, y a 9£(K) which are less than 0. Clearly, m 1 + m e ~< 
m(m-  1). 
From Corollary 1 we obtain 
Z (x ,y ) '  = ~ ~t + (_1) ,  E ~jt >~ m2Rt(n,r) - -  m. (19) 
x,ye~l(K) i=1 j= l  
x~-y 
From H61der's inequality (Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya, 1948, p. 39) 
and (19) we obtain 
ml r~2 /ml  m2 ~(2s+l) / (2s)  
) 
i=1 j= l  \ i=1  j= l  
>/m(m -- 1)(er(2s, n, m))(2~+1)/(~s). 
These two relations can be regarded as bounds for m, given s. For example, for 
s = 1 one needs m > ½((4(n -- 1) 8 -- 3(n -- 1)2) 1/~ + 3(n -- 1)). 
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Combining this inequality with (19), in which we put t = 2s + 1, we find that 
i=1 
Hence, in view of the theorem's hypothesis that q)~(s, n, m) > 0, it follows 
that the sum on the left side of the last relation contains at least one summand. 
Therefore 
y(~(K)) = max ~,  (7(gJ(K))) 2.+1 /> ½¢~(s, n, m), 
:t~<i~<ra 1 
which proves the theorem. 
Writing out the estimate which follows from Theorem 1 when s = 1, 
m = (n -  1) 2, we obtain 
d~(n, (n - -  1)~) 
n 2 --  4r(n -- r) 1 ]]l/a 
r (n -  r)n(n - 1) (n -  2) 2 n(n-  2) ] ]  ]" 
THEOREM 2. Let r and d be h~teger-valued functions of n such that for 
n -+ o% r/n--~ p, O < p ~ 1/2, d /n~8,0  < 8 ~ 2g, where g ~- p (1 - -  p). 
Then (2) holds. 
Proof. Let s be an integer-valued function of n such that 2s/n-+ V, 
7 > 0, n -~ ~.  We shall show that 
n -1 in R2s(n , r) ~.~ max q~(Y, 0), n --~ ~,  (20) 
O~O~g 
where¢(y, 0) = --H(p) + Y ln(1 - -  Og-') + pH(O/p) + (1 --  p) H(O/(1 -- p)) 
and R2~(n, r) is defined by (14). 
In fact, it is obvious that nqlnR2~(n, r)--~ max0<0<o¢l(y , 8), where 
¢1(7, 0) = --H(p) 4- 7 In ] 1 --  Og -1 ] + pH(O/p) + (I --  p) H(O/(1 -- p)) is the 
asymptotic approximation to the logarithms of the summands of R2~(n , r). Let 
0' be a point of the interval (g, p] and let --fi = 1 --  O'g -1 (/3 > 0). Let us 
define 0 by 1 --  Og -1 =/3.Clearly 0 g(1 --/3), 0E [0, g),and 0' =g(1  -? fi). 
As is easy to verify, the derivative with respect to/3 off(/3) = Cz(Y, g(1 --/3)) --  
¢1(7, g(1 +/3)) is nonnegative for 0 ~/3  ~ p/(1 --  p) and i f0) = 0, and 
hence ¢1(7, 0) ~ q~l(Y, 0'). This proves the desired result, since 0 ~ [0, g), 
while 0' ~ (g, p]. 
For further presentation it is convenient to assume that Y is the following 
function of an independent parameter ~, 0 ~ a ~ g: 
y(~) = (g - -  ~) ln((g --  ~ + ~)/~).  (21) 
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(The function y(~) transforms the interval (0, g] one-to-one onto the positive 
half-axis.) Relation (21) was chosen so that 0)/ao becomes 0 at the 
point 0 = c~. It follows from this that the maximum in (2) equals ¢(y(e~), a). 
Set re(s) = [nR71(n, r)], where [x] is the integer part of x. We will show 
that 
(2s) -1 in qSr(s , n, re(s)) ~-~ 9(y(oO, oO/y(oO) , n -+ oo. (22) 
As a preliminary, let us note that from (20) and the definition of y(a) it 
follows that 
(Rz~(n, r))l/2~ .-~ exp(~v(y(e~), o, /y(e~)), n -+ co. (23) 
From the definition of ~r(s, n, m) we obtain 
~r(s, n, m(s)) ~-~½(R2~(n , r)(1 -- 1/n))(2~+1)/(2~ + R2~+l(n , r) - -  n-iR2~(n, r), 
fg---> O0. 
Now (22) follows from the above, the relation R2~+l(n , r) > /0  (Corollary 2) 
and (23). 
Let us put m = re(s) in Theorem 1. With the help of (22) we obtain the 
following bound for ~: 
8/2 ~ g(1 --  exp(~v(y(c~), a)/y(e~)) = ¢(a), n --* 0% (24) 
where ¢(c¢) is an increasing function 7of ~+. On the other hand, a is defined 
uniquely by --~(y(a), a )= l im,~_,~n-llnrn(s), where --¢(y(c¢), ~) is a 
decreasing function s of 0~. Hence it follows that if ~' is the minimal c~ for 
which (24) is satisfied (i.e., a' is the root of (3)), then 
n -1 In mr(n, d) <~ --q~(y(~'), a'), n -+ oo. 
This bound coincides with (2), since --¢(y(~), ~) = y(a) - ln(1 --  8(2g)-1). 
This proves the theorem. 
Let us compare the above bound for mr(n, d) with the results of Levenshtein 
(1971). Expanding the right side of (2) in powers of 1 --  8(2g) -1 = x0, we 
obtain, for 1/4 ) g >~ 3/2, 
n -1 in mr(n , d) ~ --e(xo) 2 ln(xo) + O((xo) ln(xo)), n --+ or. (25) 
Since &b(oO/do~ >/ O, ce >~ O. 
Translator's note: The original paper states incorrectly that ~(~) is a decreasing 
and --}(y(a), c~) an increasing function. 
8 Since its derivative is negative for ~ > 0. 
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The bound for m,(n, d), which was obtained in Sidelnikov (1971), we will 
write in the form 
n -z In mr(n , d) ~ H(p) - -  H(po) , n ~ 0% (26) 
where 1/4/> g >/8/2 and P0 = 1/2 --  (1 --  28)1/2/2 (the smaller root of the 
equation p(1 - -  p) = 8/2). For/9 close to Po the right side of (26) can dearly be 
represented in the form 
--  g (1 - -  3)lnl  ÷ (1 -2a)*/~ 
H(p) --  H(po) (1 - -  p - -  P0) ~ 1 - -  (1 - -  23) 1/2 
2 
+ 0 ((1 - -  ~)  ). (27) 
Comparison of (25) and (27) shows that for 3 lying in an interval (8o, g), 
g ~ 1/4, where 3 o (80 < 2g) is a certain constant depending on g, the bound 
(2) is better than (26). 
Let us note that from the estimate (2) together with (12) of Levenshtein 
(1971) there follows an estimate better than (26) for all 3, 0 < 3 < 2g. 
3. BOUNDS FOIl THE CARDINALITY OF A BINARY CODE 
THEOREM 3. Let d(n) be an integer-valued function of n such that 
lim~_~ d/n = 3, 0 < 8 ~ 1/2. Then 
n - l lnm(n ,d)< ln2-  max G(g, cO, n ~ ,  (28) 
where G(g, ~) = H(p) --  (~ -- g) ln((g - -  ~ + ~2)/~2) ln(l - -  8(2g)-a), g = 
p(1 --  p) and o~ = o~(p) is the root of(3). 
The proof follows immediately from (5) and (2). 
Let us show that (28) can be written in the form (1). In fact, it follows from 
(25) that in a neighborhood of the pointg = 3/2, g ~ 3/2 the function G(g, ~) 
can be expressed in the form 
a(g,  o~) = 11(0) + e(1 - -  a(2g)-l) ~ ln(1 - -  a(2e) -1) + o((1 --  ~(2g)-1)~). 
Since the derivative dH(p)/dg is positive at the point g = 8/2, 3 < 1/2, we 
conclude that maxs/2<q<l/4G(g , ¢x) = H(po) @ E(3), where e(8) > 0 for 
0 < 3 < 1/2 and P0 = 1/2 - -  (1 - -  28)a/2/2 (the smaller root of p(1 - -  p) = 
8/2). 
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Obviously the right side of (28) equals In 2 - -  G(go, a0), where (go, %) is a 
solution to the system of equations consisting of (3) and the equation 
dC(g, ~)/@ = O. ~ 
The author has often discussed with V. I. Levenshtein the problems 
and results described in this paper, and in fact his advice was helpful in 
obtaining the bound (15). The author expresses his gratitude to V. I. 
Levenshstein for this. 
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